Finance is focused on reducing risk, while integrating their IAM infrastructure.

Reducing risk is a priority.

70% Finance
66% Overall Average

Hackers have gained access to my organization.

35% Finance
21% Overall Average

Integrating security infrastructure is my biggest area for improving.

65% Finance
27% Overall Average

Lack of budget for IAM is a challenge.

17% Finance
48% Overall Average

I've already invested in MFA.

55% Finance
48% Overall Average

I'm planning to invest in password management.

32% Finance
22% Overall Average

I need an integrated system to manage, monitor and set policies.

58% Finance
44% Overall Average

OUR RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FINANCE:

Add MFA everywhere.
MFA across applications, workstations, and VPN is a simple way to reduce risk and also makes audits and compliance mandates easier to achieve.

Focus on integrations and flexibility.
Consider IAM technologies that offer a variety of integrations for complete flexibility to work with your tools of choice.

Unite IAM wherever possible.
A unified view of employee access and authentication better enables the business to prevent potential risks.
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